Bass would be favorite in mayor's race, poll shows

Residents want new grocery store at former Ralph’s

Do you feel comfortable in crowded places yet?

L

A GEWORLD WAVE

ANGELA MEGAнской JACKSON INGLEWOOD

I am as long as I've got my mask, more and more stores. I go somewhere, I always hand wash and use a black shield. I've been a geriophobe long before COVID.

SONIA FRAZIER ATLANTA

"Prefab trouble, but the problem doesn't seem huge. People are likely to be vaccinated. No one is going to a store unless they are vaccinated." People are very well protected.

CONSULTED BY CYNTHIA SULLIVAN IN LAFAYETTE

This Week in Black History
August 30, 1967

T

T

US Senate confirms the appointment of Thurgood Marshall to the US Supreme Court, making him the first African American to serve on the Court.

Sue Favor is a freelance reporter for Wave Newspapers who lives in South Los Angeles. She can be reached at sue@wavepublication.com.

‘This project is so unique’

Crenshaw mall’s new owners vow to honor Black culture, community

OS ANGELES — Aspiring Black entrepreneurs and advocates see great success to start-up capital. Black and woman business owners will be targeted partnerships, and Black store owners in Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza will gain an ownership stake in the mall under an ambitious plan being developed by the plaza’s new owner, Hartridge Development Group.

Deal沙拉特man, president and CEO of Hartridge, also 10% of mental units in the mixed-use development will be reserved for low-income resi-

dents, while another 10% of condos will be set aside for teachers, firefighters and healthcare workers. There are no price caps on the units.

Hartridge Development Group has purchased the Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza and plans to revitalize Black businesses in the area. The deal will be officially announced Aug. 26.

By Janice Hayes Ryan and Shirley Rainwater

At first glance, the community seems preserved and the rest of the community will be pointing to as what is possible.

Harridge’s multimillion-dollar purchase of the mall was announced Aug. 26 after a long and controversial bidding process. Asst. manager DWL, which conducted the sale, said in a statement: “Hartridge was selected through a fair and open sales process based upon a number of factors, including bids, previous experience as well as development experience.”

Residents are excited to have a new grocery store in their neighborhood but the process of finding a buyer for the former Ralph’s store has been difficult. Many community members have expressed concerns about the lack of transparency in the process and the potential for displacement.

‘Lost’ Bob Marley & the Wailers session to debut on DVD

Members of a community group, Downtown Crenshaw Revitalization (DCR), convened two previous potential buyers to reevaluate their bids, but were unable to persuade the Hartridge Group to drop its plans to buy the property.

Last December, community protest halted the sale of the mall to a group of community members at Crenshaw Plaza, which is controlled by the family of Jared Kushner, the son-in-law of President Donald Trump.

DCR board member Dorsie

Tribute to Boseman

Simone Biles, the winner of 22 Olympic gold medals, sings "I'll Be Seeing You" during the Stand Up to Cancer television special fundraiser Aug. 21.

In early August emails to Los Angeles County Supervisor Mark Ridley-Thomas, the city’s Democrats would support Bass against other current or potential candidates.

Along with Bass, current and potential candidates included in the poll were former Los Angeles Unified School District Superintendent Austin Beutner, City Attorney Mike Feuer, City Council President Nury Martinez, and Supervisor Mark Ridley-Thomas.

The survey, released Aug. 23, finds that Bass leads by more than 25% of a likely vote, with the city’s Democrats would support Bass against other current or potential candidates.

Along with Bass, current and potential candidates included in the poll were former Los Angeles Unified School District Superintendent Austin Beutner, City Attorney Mike Feuer, City Council President Nury Martinez, and Supervisor Mark Ridley-Thomas.
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